Individual Keg Sales
Pricing Guide*
Wit-held | Belgian wit | 5% ABV & 12 IBU
We 'withheld' some of the alcohol and bitterness to create a sessionable Belgian-style wit beer. Wit-held is an
unfiltered brew with Belgian pilsner and German white wheat, finished with hops from Slovenia and the Pacific
Northwest. It has a hazy off-white color, light mouthfeel, with a delicate balance of sweetness and orange spice. The
finish is crisp, mildly tart and refreshing with balanced hop bitterness.
1/6 barrel $77 | 1/2 barrel $164
La Maison | saison/farmhouse ale | 7% & 25 IBU
La Maison is our brewery standard that pays ample attention to aromatic hops but stays within the parameters of a
French farmhouse style favorite. La Maison employs flavor and aroma hops from the Pacific Northwest. This saison
has a generous dose of Hunter’s honey, earthy undertones and fragrant notes of citrus, grapefruit and pine. The finish
is dry with a mild hop bitterness.
1/6 barrel $83 | 1/2 barrel $178
Gold Standard | abbey blonde ale | 6.2% ABV & 20 IBU
The Gold Standard is our abbey blonde featuring balanced Belgian esters, a light and dry body blend with subtle malt
flavors and delicate grassy hops. The bright golden hue is befitting of its name. Rely on the Gold Standard for your
approachable, crisp & clean Belgian ale.
1/6 barrel $77 |1/2 barrel $164
Deduction | dubbel | 8% ABV & 20 IBU
Deduction is an abbey-style dubbel with a rich, malty grain bill delivering dark fruit aromas. A restrained amount of
earthy, European hops lend a mild hop bitterness. The finish is dry with a touch of sweetness from the Belgian candi
sugar.
1/6 barrel $83 |1/2 barrel $178
Exemption | tripel | 8.5% ABV & 30 IBU
Claim an Exemption, our abbey-style tripel. This crisp golden strong ale unites lemon, orange peel and coriander
spices with flavorful Belgian esters. White wheat, oat and Belgian artisan malts contribute a moderate body, balanced
by a generous amount of Belgian candi sugar.
1/6 barrel $89 |1/2 barrel $192
Qualified | quad | 9.5 % ABV & 28 IBU
For those Qualified, our abbey style quadrupel. This strong, dark ale features Belgian specialty malts with rich, deep
notes of raisin and plum, enhanced by dynamic Belgian esters. A sweet, complex ale, it’s the perfect dessert beer to
sip and savor. Enjoy immediately or add to your cellar. (if you can wait)
1/6 barrel $107 | 1/2 barrel $234
Party Taps | $10 rental fee & $25 tap deposit*
*All keg sales are subject to an $80 keg deposit. All deposits will be refunded after the equipment has been returned in
good condition to Taxman Brewing Company at 13 S. Baldwin St. Bargersville, IN.

